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The DUODEHCATRON - A General Purpose

*t
Negative and Positive Ion Source
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ABSTRACT

'

The DUODEHCATRON is a ERplasmatron type Qirect »traction ion

source which replaces the filament with a Hollow Cathode Arc running on

argon gas.  A 3 mm aperture between cathode and intermediate electrode

permits use of a gas in the anode region which is different from the

argon on which the hollow cathode arc runs.  A 100 liter/min forepump

differentially pumps the cathode region.  This separation of anode and

cathode gases allows use of anode gases or vapors which would poison the

filament emission of an ordinary duoplasmatron.  Off axis extraction of

negative ions formed by dissociative attachment of the anode gas or vapor

gives intense and bright beams of negative ions.  We have produced

b 100 ya H- and ) 10 ya of BH4' NH , 0-, OH-, F-, Cl-.  On axis extraction

of positive ions gives the normal bright and intense beams of a duo-

plasmatron.  We have now installed the source for routine use on the Un-

iversity of Wisconsin tandem accelerator.
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The off-axis direct extraction duoplasmatron source as developed

by Lawrence, Beauchamp, and McKibbenl gives unexcelled performance for in-

tense high quality beams  of H-  add D-.    It also gives excellent beams  of

heavier negative ions when the appropriate parent gas for dissociative

2
attachment exists. However, for the heavy negative ions, filament· life-

time is short because of sputtering.  Also certain parent gases poison the

emission so effectively as to preclude their use.  In our experience most

boron compounds that could give negative boron ions seem to fall in this

latter category.

To solve earlier filament problems Dawton3 replaced the filament

by a mercury pool cathode.  This arrangement is still used at Harwell.  How-

ever, the complexity of the source, the need of cold traps to control the

mercury vapor, and perhaps some personal prejudices against the use of mer-

cury lead us to consider alternate solutions.

In particular, the high density positive column plasmas achieved

by Lidsky et al· 4 with hollow cathode arcs (HCA) rzmning on argon gas at-

5
tracted our interest.  Then Gerry and Rose  showed that the positive column

of the discharge would pass through small apertures and that the spectra

were characteristic of the gases on each side of the aperture.  We combined

these approaches to give a simple general purpose negative ion source.  We

called the resultant source6 a DUODEHCATRON since it employed the basic

-D plasmatron geometry of the Direct Extraction sources but had a Hollow

gathode   Arc in place  of the ordinary filament.
1.

The simplicity and performance of the source quickly exceeded our

expectations though the August 24, 1970 bombing of Sterling Hall destroyed

our lab and delayed development by almost two years.

Figure 1 shows schematically a hollow cathode arc.  The argon gas
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flows continuously through the small tantalum tube which constitutes

the hollow cathode.  A 100 liter/minute forepump maintains a pressure of

- 80-100 microns in the region exterior to the Ta tube.  With 200 volts

applied between the cathode and anode the arc strikes if an external r.f.

field temporarily ionizes the argon external to the tube.  The resultant

positive ions bombard the cathode and those ions that enter the tube in-

itiate the hollow cathode arc.  As a result the end of the Ta tube glows

bright red for several diameters from the tip.  The mechanisms involved in

the HCA are complicated and for details we refer the reader to reference 4.

Lidsky  et  al· 4 claim     that the electron emission is primarily thermionic

from the hot tip though field emission and secondary emission play a role.

The superiority of argon gas with tantalum cathodes may suggest a more com-

plicated mechanism perhaps involving metastable states of argon.
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Figure 2 shows an overall schematic diagram of our source, ex-

traction system, and einzel lens arrangement.  Note that the source is bas-

ically a direct extraction type duoplasmatron where the off-axis extraction

results from the motion of the left hand portion of the source assembly about

the zwischen pivot.  The anode gas feeds in through the zwischen electrode.

The aperture (D) of boron nitride separates the anode gas from the argon of
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the cathode region.  The argon gas enters at A and flows through the tan-

talum tube which in this version of the source has a heat shield surround-

ing  it to lower  the power requirements and simplify cooling requirements.

The total power consumption of the source is typically between 150-500

watts and forced air cooling is simple and adequate.  The cooling air enters

(C.A. in) at the top of the zwischen electrode and leaves at the bottom

(C.A. out).  A copper disk brazed to the tip of the zwischen electrode aids

in   the heat trans fer   and also carries the grove   for a viton  "0"   ring.      The

0-ring provides both the insulation for anode to zwischen voltage and a

sliding vacuum seal as the assembly moves about the pivot for off axis ex-

traction.  Figure 3 shows these details more clearly.  In particular a thin

annular disk of boron nitride between the zwischen and anode is important

to shield the viton "0" ring from the plasma and to prevent discharge and

sputtering between the zwischen and anode.

The differentially pumped hollow cathode is in a Pyrex glass pipe               1

tee with conical ends, (commercially available from Corning Glass Company).

The commercial cast aluminum flanges and the teflon gaskets supplied also

by Corning Glass Company are both cheap and reliable.                                     1

The source operation is similar to an ordinary direct extraction               I

duoplasmatron except for the starting.  To start the source we connect a

small commercial Tesla coil (of the type used in leak chasing glass systems)

to a wire around the Pyrex pipe between cathode and anode and then slowly

increase the argon gas flow until the arc strikes (usually at a pressure

of 200-300 u on the thermocouple gauge).  When the arc strikes we dis-

connect the Tesla coil and reduce the argon flow to operating range (- 80 u).

Then we slowly increase the anode gas flow until the optimum negative ion

current occurs.  This gas flow typically corresponds to . 20 u rise on the
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thermocauple vacuun gauge in the cathode region.

Starting is easier and operating temperatures of the Ta tube tip

are lower if barium carbonate or LaB6 coatings are inside the tantalum tube.

The hollow cathode arc will run stably for currents in excess of

3-4 amperes.  To run stably at low currents (and at lower gas flows) one

can insert a bundle of small Mo tubes (for example 4 tubes 1.0 mm O.D. and

0.6 mm I.D.) into the tip of the Ta tube.7  Then at low arc currents the

arc extinguishes in some tubes.

Table I shows test stand results for different negative ions

Table I

Negative ions from the DUODEHCATRON for 0.8 mm O.D. anode aperture,

i    = 3-5 a, V = 60-100 v, V = 10-16 kV,
arc arc extraction

i           = 1-2 ma, argon flow 0.5 atm ml/sextraction

Negative Anode Typical Analyzed

Ion Gas Current (ua)

H-                   H                                    40-100
2

BH- Zr (BH ) 4
4-10

4

NH                   NH                                    4-10
2                          3

0-                    CO 10
2

0                                  7
2

OHI 0 +H                                 162  2
F                    Contamination from . 10

exposed teflon gasket

Cl                   Si Cl                                20
4
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